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Abstract: The present invention discloses a smart safety jacket for pet. The jacket consists of a location
tracking system, a heartbeat sensor, a shock sensor, and a first aid solution container. The jacket is easily
wearable for pets. Whenever any pet wears the jacket and goes outside of house, the location of the pet is
sent to the owner in realtime.
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1. Introduction
In one of the object of the invention the jacket for pet consists of a location tracking system, a heartbeat
sensor, a shock sensor, and a first aid solution container. In another object of the invention the jacket is easily
wearable for pets.In yet another object of the invention whenever any pet wears the jacket and goes outside
of house, the location of the pet is sent to the owner in realtime.
2. Literature Review
One patent discloses a pet jacket with lighting system formed by a jacket, characterized by being formed
by a lighting system, a control unit and a battery that feeds the previous components. The lighting system
allow the user to turn on and off the lighting that incorporates the jacket, and change the lighting mode,
making this a continuous or blinking lighting, so that the pet is always located thanks to the greater
visibility that this jacket provides. Another disclosed discloses a pet life jacket which can raise the
swimming of main training dog and can provide convenience for searchers to searches and rescues
overboard pets. None of the prior art discloses a smart safety jacket for pets which incorporates a
continuous location tracking system and a first aid dispersion box.
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3. Research Methodology
In one of the embodiment of the invention the smart safety jacket for pet consists of a location tracking
system, a heartbeat sensor, a shock sensor, and a first aid solution container.
Referring now to Figure 1 which illustrates flow diagram depicting the processing of the jacket.

Figure 1. Block diagram
The location tracking system continuously fetches location of the pet. The shock sensor senses low level
shock and high-level shock.
The first aid solution container contains a first aid solution. wherein the first aid solution is dispersed on
upper part of the pet body whenever high heartbeat rate is detected by the heartbeat sensor.
As soon as the shock sensor senses low level shock the location tracking system sends location of the pet to
owner. As soon as the shock sensor senses high level shock the heartbeat sensor is activated and senses the
heartbeat of the pet, wherein if the heartbeat rate is high the first aid solution container disperses the first aid
solution to upper part of the pet body.
In some of the embodiment of the invention the jacket is easily wearable for pets.
In yet another embodiment of the invention when any pet wears the jacket and goes outside of house, the
location of the pet is sent to the owner in realtime.
In some of the embodiment of the invention the jacket is cost-effective
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